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Grandfather Ignat. 

Dyomin was completely exhausted with the busy hot 
day. Road men barely stood on their feet, sullenly, in 
silence gathering tools in canvas bags and waiting for the 
train, which would finally save them from hellish toil in 
clay dust, from sticky midges, from squeaky mosquitos, 
mercilessly stinging, ineradicable, and leaving no escape.

Ignat was late. Today, his team completed scheduled 
repairs and backfilling of fabric. The chief of road service 
Efremov will be at acceptance tomorrow. Though Ignat 
is calm: everything was made to last. The men did not 
disappoint, as it happened in the first months of joint work. 
Brigadier abstained from praise. «Tomorrow will tell what 
we have achieved». He was silent, grimly staring into the 
cloud on the top of the Karaulnaya Mountain. Looked 
like thunderstorm. The weather in the second decade of 
August was a safe bet — definitely spoiled. Downpours 
with squally wind will ruin the work schedule again. 
And only taiga will rejoice in the rain, revelling in the 
long awaited, rich, warm, as in summer, and life-giving 
water, which will definitely help it gain strength to grow 
new green.

Ignat could not stand this terrible season. It coincided 
with a strictly planned preparation of the assigned to 
their brigade part of the railway for the winter, ruthlessly 
wasting their golden years. 
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«Then try and catch up! People are not made of   
iron», — he lamented, knowing that the following days, 
from dusk to dawn, would be very busy.

It has been seven years since Ignat bought a house 
at the station Snezhnitsa. He bought it for his own 
convenience: it was next to his work, so he did not need 
to spend precious time waiting for trains. But the main 
reason was that nobody knew about the past life of Ignat 
and it was easier for him to start life with a clean slate. 
Although, in his native village of Minino, only the weak-
sighted friend of his mother-in-law recognized him.

Having come home, Dyomin brought into the inner 
porch wind-beaten pots of geraniums. Usually geranium, 
being the delight for the eyes of the villagers, stood in the 
rows on the specially made wooden platform. It encircled 
the well-kept log house, pleasing the owner with pink 
and white flowers. He spent quiet evenings admiring 
them. This brought joy and peace to his soul.

The second house looked like the house of the Dyomin 
family in Minino. When his parents were alive, the same 
geranium blossomed on wide, white windowsills from 
spring to winter. Mama Lyuba used its rounded, crown-
like, sometimes with brown colour on the edge leaves 
for a toothache. She used them as seasoning to game and 
veal.

Ignat went down the vegetable garden, where green 
branches of recently planted little cedars waved, like 
wings, greeting him on his way. He stumbled upon this 
garden of little cedars at the platform of Ryabinino, having 
gone up the steep small hill during lunch break. These 
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powerful cedars have been here for a long time, growing 
among the age-old pines and firs. The white-haired 
Siberian man feasted his eyes upon gorgeous, silky, with 
an emerald sheen branches of cedars. They were not old 
and had plenty of ripening greenish brown cones. «It will 
be good to come here in September and gather cones», — 
Ignat thought and went to a gentle slope to join his 
brigade, when in the windswept place he found a dozen 
of one-year-old cedars. «How come you are here? That is 
impossible for you to survive here, on the northern side». 
Having gone down to the men, he asked to help dig 
out and deliver these little cedars, this fleeting miracle, 
to his vegetable garden. Every single one of them. The 
men, being town-dwellers since their childhood, were 
perplexed and surprised at the unconcealed joy of Ignat.

— You live in taiga and want to bring it to your garden. 
Why do you need this? — Ignat genially smiled and 
turned everything into a joke.

— I am too lazy to go far into the cedar forests. I am 
getting old. Perhaps, I will live till the day, when they will 
grow big and powerful. I will gather nuts and will share 
some with you. When people take care of cedars, they 
grow faster than normally.

By nightfall, bad weather covered the mountains, the 
taiga and the village with its darkness. The sky looked 
like a swirling kaleidoscope full of dark, evil pictures. 
Suddenly it began to boil, torn into small scraps, which 
frantically moved back and forth from the horizon, 
compressing into a multi-layered pie on half the sky. At 
that same time, burdened, leaden black horizon almost 
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exploded from the inside, bubbling and breaking up 
into glowing fiery heavy particles and then transforming 
again into even more terrible, rushing in different 
directions, airy monster. It seemed that the monster is 
about to be pierced with another spear of lightning and to 
be dissolved in the water. «The sooner the better, — Ignat 
thought, — Then the tension of the violent confrontation 
between irreconcilable heavenly elements will go away».

The hot weather was in Snezhnitsa for more than a 
month. Finally, the sky, remembering its bygone promises 
to Mother Earth, decided to pay her tribute and fill the 
summer with pouring rains.

Now Ignat was worried about the tree that fell in 
the spring — dry vegetation, which he called a wizard. 
It hung, caught by the upper boughs, as hooks, on the 
powerful branches of the pine at the fence. In windless 
days, the wizard remained silent, but with the slightest 
flow of wind the pine trembled and it began to sing a 
mournful song that reminded either the creak of the 
ungreased door, or the roar of the beast, or the cry of 
the broken string, sometimes clearly warning: «no, no… 
do not come up!». And then suddenly one could hear it 
anxiously crying with the voice of some frightened bird.

Ignat intuitively «interpreted» its intricate edification 
and rush from side to side, with which the wizard, having 
nothing against the meteorological service, accurately 
predicted the bearing of an apparent wind, as well as the 
weather for the day ahead. It helped Dyomin at his work 
on the railways: he knew how the day would turn, from 
where the wind would blow, at what side the signalman 
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should stand, where it would be better to put crushed 
stone to protect men from inhaling caustic limestone.

And now Ignat listened to disturbing, lingering sobs 
of dry vegetation and kept thinking about something, 
obviously being worried about little cedars: the wizard 
will fall down and will wreck them. But it was difficult 
for him to do something alone, with no help.

«I should saw it into chocks. Otherwise, little cedars 
will be in danger!». And, nearly falling from the 
effort, he alternately dragged three two-metre-long 
decommissioned rails. He leaned them against the fence. 
«That’s more reliable. Rails will take the hit and will cover 
little cedars if the wizard falls down».

After viewing the vegetable garden and making sure 
that it was completely ready to overcome the on-coming 
storm, Ignat slowly, slightly limping, went to the house.

Without switching on the lights and having dinner he 
went to the shower. He was snorting and moaning with 
pleasure there for a long time, splashing in the flowing 
stream of cool invigorating water. After an hour of 
bathing, he wrapped up in the colourful linen sheet and 
went to bed. Despite the fatigue, he could not sleep. When 
he turned fifty, he lost his habit to fall asleep after barely 
touching the cushion and to remain in the kingdom of 
Morpheus until the first splashes of dawn. Sometimes, 
during the sleepless nights, he had time to live more than 
one life, each time reshaping them in a new way. The only 
thing that he never changed was his joyful childhood. He 
really loved that time in his life. It was a happy, serene 
moment of life with his parents still alive, with staying 
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overnight with the older boys at taiga fires on the banks 
of the mountain River Minka, with awakening in the 
light of warm splashes of dawn, with silent mornings in 
order not to scare clever, black-sided grayling before the 
morning fishing.

As a boy, he spent hours staring at the distant twinkling 
stars, following the clouds and in the storm, safely hiding 
from the rain under the fir branches, watching the clash 
of clouds and the birth of lightning. Everybody in the 
village knew that their Ignat would grow up and would 
become a pilot.

But the war broke out. His dream suddenly collapsed.
The big family of Grigoriy Dyomin, the father of Ignat, 

lived in the old spacious house, which they inherited 
from grandfather Semyon. The vegetable garden was on 
the south side of the house, in the direction of the river 
and the forest.

The rays of the rising sun lit the high porch with 
carved, chiselled railing and the paved with stones path 
set against the cast iron gate. It divided the yard into two 
parts.

The father’s forge, as the grandfather decided, was on 
the clean side, within five metres from the gate. Before the 
war, he did some small orders for the needs of the station 
and the villagers. The old, moss-covered fir, which spread 
its lower branches on the ground, separated the forge 
from the sauna. And then, right to the fence, there was 
a hundred-metre-long non-cultivated land, where three 
powerful cedars generously grew, remembering still the 
warmth of the hands of his great-grandfather Porphyrius. 
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One-year-old little cedars were rapidly growing around 
them. Among them, one could find Siberian birches of 
extraordinary beauty, which almost reached the sky with 
their thin, white trunks and lacy tops.

Livestock and poultry were held in sheds in the other 
part of the country estate. The granary for flour and 
grain looked like a painted palace. Behind it, there was a 
hayloft with a stable for two horses. Here, under the high 
awning, the sledge for work and the carriage for business 
trips, decorated with cast iron and twisted leather, stood 
upright, leaning against the wall of the hayloft.

Dyomin will keep the memory of this place throughout 
his life, mentally returning to it, as his source of strength 
and wisdom.

The war took away the older brothers Alexey and Anton, 
and the sister Mariya, whom he scarcely remembered and 
recognized only from the photographs on the walls. They 
smiled and looked after him, when he, as a pre-schooler, 
was left home alone.

His father returned from the war sick with an open, 
unhealed wound. In the sauna, little Ignat saw how blood 
flowed from this wound on the father’s chest down to 
his abdomen. Mother Lyuba, who knew everything about 
herbs in the taiga, could not help him. He went to the city 
hospital for treatment and bandaging only three times. 
«There is no use to go back and forth! Where can I get 
money for this?».

Grigoriy died on the eve of the summer when Ignat 
went to the sixth grade. Lyuba had a hard time coping 
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with the loss of her husband. Soon she weakened, and, 
as a disrooted flower, fell.

That’s how the war found her even far away, in Siberia. 
Having lost three children and her husband, she did 
not have strength to fight for her life. Being tortured by 
sadness and grief, she got sick.

— I feel so guilty, Ignat, my beloved son. Oh, it is all 
my fault. Why would I give birth and then condemn my 
child to be an orphan? I am going to die, that’s for sure. 
In my heart, I feel that my time is running out.

Ignat was massaging mother’s constantly cold feet 
with pharmaceutical tincture. He wanted his mother to 
overcome the sickness and to recover. He pitied her with 
all his heart and did not allow himself even to think that 
his mother might leave him.

— You will recover soon! You will drink some herbs 
and will eat something sweet...

Ignat said this sincerely, with boyish vehemence, 
believing them to be the best medicine. But sometimes, 
seeing her getting weaker day by day, he began to cry 
bitterly, like a whining puppy. He spent long evenings 
trying to find something funny and joyful for his mother. 
He dreamed to become a pilot some day and to take his 
mother for a flight high in the blue sky, so it would take 
her breath away.

Sometimes, at night, mother uncontrollably and bitterly 
cried, she could not sleep. Then Ignat told her different 
funny boyish stories. He would do even impossible for 
his mother to relieve the pain and make her smile again.
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— Are we alone here, who have lost parents?! We 
were told at school that only thirty men were left alive in 
Minino, when one hundred twenty-two men went to the 
war. If the Nazis kill all the good people, is not that too 
much?! Then only bad people will live on the Earth. Why 
did brothers have to die? Why did father have to go to 
Berlin? They believed, they really believed in the victory 
and won. And you, mommy, win!

The son cried out to his mother, persistently returning 
her to life. But she did not reconcile with the loss, with the 
widow’s fate. Her heart was still aching. She was slowly 
dying. She tried to prepare him for the challenges of life 
by giving him lessons.

Soon Ignat became an orphan, all alone, without care 
and support of the loved ones. He refused to go to the 
orphanage right away. The village council, school, and 
neighbours supported him. While his mother was sick, 
he eagerly studied, managed a household, and did not 
fool around. At the age of fourteen, Ignat was taller than 
all of his peers. He looked much older than his age. The 
villagers said: «He resembles his father in both height 
and complexion».

After the seventh grade, instead of the Omsk Civil 
Aviation College, he went to the railway college. «What 
will happen to your family house?». He still remembered 
his mother’s lesson. And he listened to it. If only this was 
the same way in everything…

… By midnight, the wind got stronger in Snezhnitsa. 
Eternal rivals — wind and water — met each other in 
the furious rampage. Their serious battle for the power, 
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for the possession of this beautiful land with varying 
preponderance of forces, lasted till the morning. Powerful, 
roaring, moaning flows of wind seemed to tear away and 
lift up the fundamental house of Ignat. It desperately 
creaked with its corners and door hinges, hammered, 
and raised the alarm with crampons and pins of tarred 
shutters. The chimney fiercely roared, the fireplace 
ghastly and drawlingly buzzed.

But a moment later, the wind suddenly calmed down. 
One could hear how pouring rains fiercely, furiously 
fell down the ground, threatening to completely wash 
everything living and lifeless off it and to drown it in the 
mudflow.

Ignat continually fluffed up the pillow, as if it was 
responsible for this insomnia. He could not even think 
about anything. He turned from one side to the other, 
languished, listened to the rumbling storm with lightning, 
expecting something more terrible and irreparable to 
happen.

The predawn brightening sky calmed down this 
formidable element. Ignat opened the shutters and 
the windows. The house was filled with freshness and 
fragrance of the washed up, renewed dark coniferous 
forest, propping up the sky with powerful tops of the 
age-old trees. The predawn smoky purple silence hung 
over the taiga.

Having hastily put on the tarpaulin coat, Ignat rushed 
to the vegetable garden. The summer brood of four 
terek sandpipers, or, as locals say, terek, sat on the lower 
branches of fir that stood in beauty in the middle of 
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potatoes and dried the feathers. Usually, they are nimble, 
lively, trusting, and curious, but today, being exhausted 
by the night disaster, they even did not give a sign, when 
Ignat approached them. The wet brownish grey with 
white streaks feathers stick together in a wet lump. Bright 
belly-pieces blackened. Apparently, poor birds, as hard 
as they could, were holding the turf near the trunk of the 
fir in order not to be gone with the furious storm. Their 
parents were not nearby. Though, soon he heard their 
distant «terek-terek».

«In less than a month these will leave until the next 
spring,» — Ignat thought, rushing to cedars.

From afar, they were glittering with diamond droplets 
of rain, hidden among the long needles. «Alive! Thank 
God, they are alive!».

Sleepless mood melted away, and his body was filled 
with resilience, healthy desire to immediately enjoy the 
simple country food.

The rest of the day went well for Dyomin. One can say, 
it was good. The authorities complimented brigade for 
«a good, professional repair», promised to give them the 
award and to provide compensatory holiday. Now, after 
hard work in the summer, the brigade of Dyomin could 
take more than two weeks of holiday.

When the commission left, Ignat was still smiling. His 
soul quietly rejoiced. He complimented his men for their 
work. This was not typical of him.

In the evening, when he came home, he began the 
cleaning. He liked the order and was not lazy to keep 
the house clean. He did not like painted floors. Once   
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a year, he polished floorboards, and then, once a week, 
he washed them to amber purity of ash water of larch. 
The floorboards shone, breathing warmth and comfort. 
The owner never wore shoes in the house. He asked his 
guests to take off their shoes in the inner porch.

He was washing the last step of the porch when he 
heard that somebody opened the gate. The mailwoman 
Nyusya stood on the paved path. «What on Earth is she 
doing here?!» — his face reflected extreme inner irritation 
and displeasure. His benevolent mood immediately 
disappeared.

— Good evening, Ignat Grigoryevich!
— Good evening...
He said not very pleasantly. Nyusya timidly approached 

the porch. Ignat slowly wrung out the floorcloth and 
hung it carefully on the hook to dry. Nyusya gave him 
her untidy hand, but he pretended that he did not notice 
and asked her stiffly:

— What do you have for me?
Nyusya opened her canvas, with black leather on the 

inside, bag, which she did not wash for a long time, and 
looked through some papers.

— Where did I put it?!
— Did you lose something?
He did not even expect that Nyusya really brought 

something for him. He did not have any family members 
alive. He only exchanged greeting cards with friends from 
work and college on Navy Day and the New Year’s Day.

— So, why did you come?!
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The indignant Ignat almost shouted, approaching the 
mailwoman closely and preparing, as before, to show her 
the way.

— Fie, Nyusya! You stink denatured alcohol, like   
a vagabond.

— Why do you care? Playing saint of yourself… Why 
do you think you are better than me?

— You are right. Once we used to be the same. But 
now there is a difference between us. I made an effort 
and changed my life. Though, I washed off my past 
for a long time and still do. And you should look out! 
Otherwise, you will get stuck in this. Although, that’s not 
my business.

Ignat became silent, and Nyusya malevolently picked 
up their gloomy conversation.

— Yes, that’s not your business! I am not your wife or 
your lover that you dare to raise your voice.

— God forbid! I was a fool once, — he marked himself 
with the sign of the cross.

— So, I see that you remember our golden years. You 
liked me even being drunk.

Ignat grated his teeth, his face flushed.
— Why do you care, whom I remember or not! At least, 

you should try not to drink alcohol when you are at work. 
You can inadvertently lose the bag or give it for the bottle 
of alcohol.

— Why should I abstain? Smart people say abstinence 
can be harmful. And it is already evening. I do not meet 
people in the office. I work in the open air. Yesterday,   
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I was chasing you, like a fool, around the village. I asked 
the person on duty at the station about you.

— Why would I be there? That’s not my office.
— I came to your house twice. It was closed. I do not 

need to go in the darkness to the forest. I am paid peanuts 
for my work. It is not even enough to buy shoes. I already 
wore this one out. As you can see, I do not have lazy bones. 
I deliver mail at two stations, Minino and Snezhnitsa, 
twice a week. And the streets there are not like in the city.

And, after a pause, she had a change of heart. The 
drunken smile spread across her sallow, wrinkled face:

— Old sinful love makes me follow you, damn cheater. 
You live miles from nowhere.

She took out the contents of the bag, put it on the 
platform with geraniums and began to nervously look 
through newspapers, packages and letters.

— Do not tell me a sob story. I will not buy it. And if 
you do not have enough money… for shoes, then forget 
about parties and drinking, look for a better job. Work 
more than two days a week.

Knowing Nyusya, Ignat would not give her even a ruble 
out of sympathy or pity: she would immediately spend 
it on alcohol with her drinking companions. Especially, 
he was not going to explain to her why he stayed late at 
work.

— Here is another silly woman, who wants to have 
fun with you. She wants you to come to her. That’s 
something! How I could miss that. It is your deary wifey. 
You were so infatuated with her that, having suffered   
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a great deal, fooled around with me and with a dozen of 
same homeless women, philanderer!

Nyusya repeatedly stroke his nerve.
— What are talking about, crazy woman!
— Nothing!
He began to shiver, his eyelid was treacherously 

twitching after talking to the hated woman.
— Here it is. It was stuck in the batch of newspapers. 

Urgent, with notice. Even if I did not want to, I would 
have to hand it to you.

Ignat impatiently wanted to snatch the telegram out of 
the dirty hands of Nyusya.

— Stop it! You are a man! You need to sign the papers 
first. You know, it’s our usual routine.

He put his signature and began to read, not seeing or 
understanding anything plainly.

— Well, Ignat Grigoryevich, I should go, — Nyusya 
stood, waiting for acknowledgements.

— Go, go… I guess, your buddies are already waiting 
for you.

He took Nyusya by the arm, as if she was stuck in the 
mud, and showed his ex-girlfriend the way. He hastily 
went to the house, washed his hands with soap, took his 
glasses from the bookshelf, and carefully wiped them. He 
read almost letter-by-letter:

«Address: Snezhnitsa Station, Krasnoyarsk Krai.
To: Dyomin Ignat Grigoryevich.
Prefix: Urgent! With the specification of the place of 

residence of the addressee».
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And then there was the text: «I am waiting for you in 
the city of Novosibirsk, 9 Proletarskaya Street, apartment 
17. Send me a telegram on the departure. We will meet 
you. Dyomina Polina Egorovna».

His mind was full of noise, as vernal water of the River 
Minka, his cheeks were burning more than in the sauna, 
and his heart was beating so that the shirt on his chest 
was shaking. «One can get a stroke». Having taken the 
unfinished since the May holidays bottle of vodka out of 
the cupboard, he filled the faceted glass and drank it in 
one gulp.

He did not do this for quite some time. Nobody saw him 
drunk in Snezhnitsa. Becoming tipsy, he cried and read, 
cried again and read again the telegram, not believing 
his eyes.

«What a twist of fate. It takes one out of the frying pan 
and into the fire. In a year I will turn sixty, and, I feel 
that I will be tied up in the court. «We will meet you»…   
I guess, Polina needs a divorce. She is in a hurry! What? 
She also wants to live in happiness in her old age. Nyusya 
is right. I am a terrible man! Dear Polina, the innocent soul, 
suffered with me. She was fed up with shame and gossips. 
Since the first year of their marriage, she got from me 
spoons of happiness and piles of shit. I did not care about 
her feelings. Did I have any sense of conscience? I was 
flirting with such women as Nyusya, Lyusya in her sight. 
I forgot my mother’s lesson: «One apple is enough!». I was 
not thinking about its meaning. Not even close! I would 
have to step on toes. And here I ran myself to this point.   
I lost my dear Polina. Now, it seems, I lost her forever».
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…Many years ago, when he was young, after the 
service in the Navy, brave and handsome Ignat Dyomin 
worked as a sailor at the fish factory in Vladivostok. He 
saved a lot of money and became a big fish in a little pond 
when he returned to Minino. He could not stop looking at 
himself. Of course! The man any girl would marry. And all 
hell broke loose. He spoiled so many girls, he besmirched 
their good name. He could not understand: the path of a 
bachelor would lead nowhither. And so it happened. The 
villagers incessantly began to gossip about his «exploits» 
and indecent behaviour.

— What happened to the guy? He was quiet and hard-
working. He dreamed of being a pilot and to make us 
famous. And what did he do? Oh, if only his father saw 
this shame! He would beat this shit out of him in public.

But Ignat continued to flit from one bed to another 
until it was too late. It is pretty easy to lose honour. And 
it is hard to bring it back. A year later, he turned from 
eligible bachelor to fast liver and philanderer. He wasted 
two savings-bank books on entertainment. As the proverb 
says, a fool and his money are soon parted. He wasted 
not only his own money but also the father’s inheritance. 
Suddenly, his friends and girlfriends were gone: he could 
barely make ends meet. He could not even hope to work 
on the railway. Only disciplined people were needed 
there.

Former neighbours were sedate people and sheltered 
Ignat out of respect for the memory of his parents. Soon, 
they got tired to open the door for him in the morning.
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Once at the breakfast, the hostess began to talk to him 
about marriage.

— No offense, Ignat. I think you had a long walk. It is 
time for you to settle down. You need to get your own 
house and your own family. You are not a boy anymore. 
If you want to know my opinion, you should take a close 
look at the grandniece of my husband, Polina Neverova. 
She is prominent, educated, and unspoiled. She works as 
a medical assistant in the first-aid post and lives alone. 
She inherited the house from her grandmother Stepanida, 
who had recently died of old age. Polina wants to be   
a doctor.

— What kind of people are… the Neverov family? — 
Ignat asked with a slight sadness in his voice. The host 
Mikhail Ivanovich, the cousin of Egor Neverov, replied.

— That is the family of carpenters. They build houses, 
which are a real pleasure to look at, both on the inside 
and on the outside. It is a beauty! If you do not want to 
work on the railway, you can join the brigade of Egor. If 
you want, you can learn a lot. Skilful hands and diligence 
will help you make good money. You will get the farm, 
you will buy the car. You know, good carpenters have 
always been in high demand. As far as I can see, for the 
past year you spent the savings for the father’s house in 
the pub. It is wrong, Ignat.

Mikhail Ivanovich cleared his throat, blushed to sweat 
and, having soaked the sweaty forehead with the sleeve 
of his flannel shirt, without finishing his tea went out into 
the yard.
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Unfortunately, Ignat realized one thing: he should look 
for another place to live. He asked the barmaid Evdokiya 
Murzina to live with her. He was not in a hurry to find 
a job.

Dusya, who lost her husband, paratrooper, in Chechnya 
in the spring, was not mourning. She was very happy 
to have a new guest. She pleased him. She wined and 
dined him. They even slept together. Life with Dusya 
was easy. Only her eldest daughter rebelled and stroke 
up a quarrel. She even fought with her mother. The whole 
village heard that she would hang herself if Dusya did 
not stop to make a den out of their house. She hit Dyomin 
on the head so hard with a cup that his whole face was 
filled with blood.

He had to go to the first-aid post. When filling out the 
form, he confessed: he did not have a place to live and 
did not find a job. For the first time, looking into the eyes 
of slender, charming, blue-eyed medical assistant Polina 
Egorovna Neverova, he felt ashamed of himself for being 
a loafer.

Having gone out of the first-aid post with the bandaged 
head, Ignat went again to the former neighbour Mikhail 
Neverov and asked to stay for a few days until he found 
a suitable apartment. In the evening, they went to the 
brother of Mikhail Ivanovich to talk about the job for 
Ignat. Mikhail Ivanovich properly introduced the guest. 
Of course, as an advance. He was hoping that the wasted 
year would be a good lesson for him.

It turned out that Egor Efimovich knew Ignat’s parents 
and gladly accepted him in the brigade as a handyman. 
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When he found out that Ignat had nowhere to live, he 
offered him a room with a separate entrance in his house. 
For free. Three rooms were enough for him and his wife, 
Galina Petrovna.

Egor Efimovich obviously liked Ignat, because he 
immediately invited the hostess, introduced him and in 
a firm manner said:

— Love and respect. Treat him like your own son.
…Ignat woke up in the morning after receiving the 

telegram and rushed to the stage. Having given the tasks 
to the brigade for the week ahead, he went by train to 
the chief with a statement for the use of compensatory 
holiday «for urgent family reasons». Ignat did not tell him 
the details of his personal life, he only said that he had to 
get his wife from Novosibirsk. The chief was grateful for 
his work, smiled slyly and hinted at «forthcoming award 
of the eminent brigadier».

— You should come to the meeting with your wife.
The rain accompanied Ignat to the railroad car. 

Then it abruptly knocked and beat the window of his 
compartment with quick, slanting splashes.

«I have no idea when my guys will get back to work 
with this weather. We will leg behind the schedule».

He put in a locker his small travel bag, made of real 
leather, with lots of patch pockets and shiny locks, which 
his brigade gave him for the birthday. He carefully hung 
his dripping wet coat on a clothes hanger and began to 
put on the table homemade freshly-salted cucumbers and 
patties with cabbage from the station buffet. He also took 
out dried bacon wrapped in foil and a package of smoked 
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chicken wings. He loved to eat substantial, delicious food 
during the trips and indulged in every pleasure. Someone 
knocked on the door.

— Come in! Why do you knock?
Tanya Skurydina, his neighbour, came in, being 

drenched beyond recognition. Ignat jumped up to meet 
her.

— What a joy! We are always too busy to meet each 
other in the village and, luckily, we happen to travel 
together. Take off your wet clothes, otherwise, you will 
catch a cold. I will go out for a while. You should get 
ready for dinner.

— Ok, Ignat Grigoryevich, I will just go to say goodbye 
to my granny. Father and mother are at work. I told her 
to stay home too. But, you know, she is stubborn! She did 
not listen to me. I wonder, how will she get home in such 
bad weather? I wish she did not catch a cold.

The train slowly pulled off from the wet platform, and 
the girl returned to the compartment.

— Well, the weather is terrible! It is raining cats and 
dogs all day long. Me sneakers are full of water. And my 
jeans are soaking wet. Even umbrella did not help.

Ignat went to the conductor to ask for hot tea.
— I do not have time to make you tea! I need to check 

the tickets, to give out bed linen to passengers. We have 
just left the station, and you already ask for tea! — the 
conductor responded discontentedly from her cubbyhole.

— We are not going anywhere, aren’t we? After all, you 
checked the tickets upon boarding. And it is not good to 
give out bed linen in the face of day, — Ignat shook his 
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head. — You need to help chilled people keep warm and 
dry their clothes first of all! They are not responsible for 
this terrible weather. You better not grumble at them, but 
go to compartments and offer your help. Passengers will 
be grateful, and you will make some money, — and he 
smiled, — Look, I can talk to your boss Larisa Ivanov-
na about this. Nobody can replace her. She is very clev-
er and kind-hearted woman. We once studied in the col-
lege together.

— Really?..
— Sure!
The conductor immediately became kinder and rushed 

to make tea. The aroma of taiga tea spread around the 
carriage.

— Bring, four cups of tea to compartment 7, please. 
And double sugar. Do not forget the cookies.

The mood of Ignat improved markedly, and he hurried 
to have dinner.  — It is much better, — he noted approv-
ingly, seeing Tanya in a long bathrobe and felt slippers. — 
Tanya, why are you going so early to the university?

— I decided to look for a job before the beginning of 
the semester. I have only to pass my final exams, and 
that’s it. I should be happy, but I am worried about my 
future. Nobody cares about us. Nobody sends us to work, 
nobody invites us. Everything has changed. Looks like 
doctors are not needed anymore. The state put all the 
responsibility for the education of youth at universities 
on the shoulders of their parents. I am really grateful to 
my family for everything. Otherwise, I would not be a 
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doctor. After graduation, there will be another problem.   
I need to find a job to make money…

Thoughtful and sad Tanya changed, matured. Ignat 
immediately felt the melancholic mood of her soul.

— There is no guardian for our people. At my time of 
life, if you were aspired and smart enough, you had only 
to learn. Nowadays, officials only care about money of 
the people. They shamelessly take away their last money. 
And it is spent not on our well-being, but their own. They 
dissociated themselves from the youth, from our future. 
They left you to the mercy of fate, — Ignat unburdened 
his mind, although he did not want to talk about this top-
ic, which he had discussed with his men over a hundred 
times. Does this girl have to listen about his pain? But he 
could not remain silent. In his brigade, only Perebezhkin 
was happy with everything. He has no reason to be sad. 
His son grew rich. He mercilessly and with impunity de-
stroys the unprotected taiga for years. He exports tons of 
timber. The Perebezhkin family does not worry about to-
morrow. They will make capital here and will leave the 
country. Nothing can stop them — no shame, no judg-
ment. And our forest is being destroyed. Pine and cedar 
undergrowth is ruined by the wheels and the tracks with-
out control. Looks like the beauty of nature has been be-
ing created for centuries not for us, but only for the Pere-
bezhkin family.

The conductor came in the compartment and brought 
a tray with tea.
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— Well, thank you, dear. You have come at the right 
time. Tanya and I are going to have dinner. You can join 
us if you do not mind our company.

Galya blushed with a cheerful glow.
— No, thank you. Enjoy your dinner without me.   

I usually drink tea almost at night, when I manage to do 
everything. I do not have a lot of work, but it is a bit trou-
blesome.

Tatyana took out the tightly wrapped by grandma Fisa 
saucepan with young potatoes. Yellow, round potatoes 
quickly spread the aroma around the place. Ignat also 
moved closer to the table.

— Have you been for a long time at home? Occasion-
ally, I talk to your parents and Anfisa Mitrofanovna over 
the vegetable garden, but I have not seen you since spring.

— I had specialization in the regional clinic.
— I see! That’s a good thing…
— Luckily, my granny and I managed to gather mush-

rooms and berries! — happily reported Tanya. This was 
typical of the local people of Snezhnitsa. During the time 
that Ignat lived here, he accustomed to the local dialect, 
he found those ancient words to be particularly rich and 
precise in the identification of an object or an action. It 
was pure joy for him.

— This is good that you do not forget your home, that 
you do not hide from the village behind education and 
employment. I am glad that you keep your soul clean 
from the filthy language. Very clever. But if one listens to 
people at the bus stop or in the cafe — it makes me sick to 
hear… this… slang and swear words. They act as if their 
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parents and teachers did not teach them anything. Savag-
es! They cannot say even one sentence without swearing. 
I am a blue collar and I do not sit in the office. Though, 
I do not talk like this. It is also strictly forbidden to men 
in my brigade to use swear words. At first, I remember, 
they even fought with me. Now, we have been working 
for seven years on the railway together. They already for-
got about this bad habit. Sometimes it can burst out of 
somebody’s mouth, but they apologize for it right away.

Tatyana especially relished chicken wings. They were 
chocolate brown, soaked in soy sauce with honey before 
smoking. Yum yum!

— Enjoy, Tanya. I took two pounds of them. It will be 
enough for us even for breakfast. I see that you were busy 
in the city and did not have time to eat well.

— Yes. I got hungry, but the prices… were too high 
for my budget. I tried to find some dining room, but no-
body could help me find it. As if only millionaires live in 
the city.

They had dinner. Tanya wrapped the leftovers in the 
clean cloth and moved closer to the window, covering it 
with the granny’s towel.

— Ignat Grigoryevich, tell me something about your-
self. You live next door, but I do not know much about 
you.

— Yes, life keeps us busy. We live like robots, as every-
thing is planned from dusk till dawn: work, home, bed, 
and work. There is only one consolation: taiga is right be-
hind the fence. I think it is full of wisdom and has many 
lessons to share with us. When I have free time, I take 
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boxes and go to gather mushrooms and berries. Cranber-
ries already ripen in the swamp. When I get back home, 
I will gather again the whole barrel for winter. It is more 
than five buckets.

— How do you save the berries?
— Tanya, they save themselves. Not a single microbe 

can spoil them. I fill the barrel up to the top with well wa-
ter. This way it will be safe until next fall. Do you gath-
er berries?

— Granny knows secret places in the forest. They are 
full of blueberries, cranberries, and red bilberries. You 
can ask her. I am sure she will tell you many secrets. She 
respects you. She says that it is hard to find a man like Ig-
nat Grigoryevich, who does not drink and does not cheat. 
My grandpa, Prokhor Stepanovich, may he rest in peace, 
was drinking till the last day of his life. He did not listen 
to the doctors and me and refused to take medicine. He 
was not old when he died. My grandmother is nearly six-
ty. They were of the same age. It has been five years since 
my grandfather died.

— So, Mitrofanovna is my age. I thought she was much 
older.

— Her life was full of challenges, that’s why she grew 
old early. Grandfather Prokhor, in his youth, had a bad 
temper. He considered her, an orphan since childhood, to 
be his silent slave. And he was only drinking and cheat-
ing. I know it is bad to speak ill of a dead man, but he 
came to his senses only in his old age. Before he died, he 
asked God for forgiveness for the grievous sins, he kissed 
granny’s hands. You are different!
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— Come on! There is nobody worse than me in this 
world.

— It is not true. Your life in the village is in plain sight. 
Everybody says only good things about you. Last night, 
the mailwoman Nyusya was telling some nonsense about 
you. Granny did not even listen and asked her to leave. 
She cannot stand the smell of alcohol. She had enough of 
this with my grandfather.

They were silent for a long time, thinking about their 
own lives. Tatyana began to read the latest issue of «Kom-
somolskaya Pravda». Having put it aside, she stood up 
and looked carefully at Ignat. His face reflected the bur-
densome state of his mind. Tatyana was gravely think-
ing about something. Finally, having made her mind, she 
asked timidly:

— Ignat Grigoryevich, do you have grandchildren?
— I do not have anyone, Tanya. I am all alone in the 

world.
— Can I call you my… grandfather? I do not have any 

grandfather left in the family. One died in the war, one 
died early from alcohol.

Tanya childishly pouted her beautiful full lips. Tears, 
like beads, appeared in her eyes. She was about to cry.

— Grandfather? Your own grandfather?!
Ignat helplessly stood up from this unexpected request 

and then silently sat down, embracing his shaggy, grey 
hair with his hands. Then he hastily walked out to the 
corridor and stood in a sort of oblivion at the open win-
dow with legs wide apart, barely keeping balance. After 
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some time, as if returning to himself from far away, he sat 
down again near Tanya.

— I do not know what to say.
The joy, fearing to be extinguished, flickered in his 

fathomless black eyes.
— Tanya, we were just greeting each other over the 

fence. You do not know anything about me: how fast the 
river carried me through life, how I crashed against rocks. 
I had many shallow waters on my way. And you want me 
to become your relative… your grandfather!

— What do you mean by «shallow waters”?
— In Minino, old people called sandbanks this way. 

One could not swim there, only cross.
— How difficult was your life, Ignat Grigoryevich? 

Well, I really do not know anything about you, but I still 
like you. You are close to me.

— How difficult it was, you say? It just depends on 
how you look at it. Long time ago, I could easily agree 
with this. Now, I can say that I was too big for my boots. 
I was full of conceit. I did not care what other people 
thought. Not even close!

— I cannot say this about you. Granny thinks you are 
a decent man. She always held you up as the example to 
my grandfather.

They both were silent for a while. The rain stopped 
and the first stars twinkled above the horizon. The train 
barely overcame the rise and markedly slowed down.

Ignat Grigoryevich stood up again and sat closer to the 
window. Tanya began to read a book.
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— Well done, the Yenisei. Well done. A lot of water 
from the Ob came to the channel. That is wise. And this 
is the reason why this river is so big and mighty.

— No other river in Russia can be compared to it, — 
vividly responded Tatyana, having looked up from the 
book.

— How old are you, Tanya? In my young age, I could 
easily guess: I could be mistaken about a year or two, no 
more, but now it is difficult… I am getting old.

— I will turn twenty-six soon. I graduated from school 
at seventeen, and then I spent three years applying to the 
medical university. I could not get enrolled on a compet-
itive basis. And my family did not have extra money to 
bribe the representatives of the university.

— So, can I talk to you like to an adult?
— Sure. I have seen enough for six years of campus 

life. Relatives do not know anything, but I would like to 
tell you: I was about to get married before the last course. 
After the practice, I wanted to take the groom home to 
show my parents. And he, during those three months of 
my absence, became intimate with the nurse at the hospi-
tal. She got pregnant and they got married. Now I do not 
believe in love at all. It is all lies. It is a game. I just look 
at you and wonder. You are a serious, decent man. Such 
men are hard to find.

— Take your time, sweetheart, and take a closer look… 
Let’s get another cup of tea. And we will talk more.

The girl sat comfortably at the table, placing the home-
baked treats there. Ignat went for tea. When he returned, 
he complimented the conductor:
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— She was not mad at me. She treated all the passen-
gers with tea. And now she will bring us some too.

— Take the money, Ignat Grigoryevich. It is my treat.
— Come on! I have never taken money from women. 

Heaven forbid me from this sin.
— Okay. We will settle up one day. You can take gran-

ny’s shanga, — Tatyana reconciled, laughing. — I love 
them with homemade curd and whipped cream. Yum! 
Very delicious. You should try some, Ignat Grigoryevich.

— I would love to, though I should not eat buns at my 
age, but I am like a child, I cannot resist it.

The train went down the hill, towards the Ob, beating 
out all kinds of rhythm and bouncing at the joints. 
«The realigning on this stage is terrible. There are 
many imperfections. One should tell this to the railway 
workers,» — Ignat thought. And he carefully looked at 
Tatyana.

— Well, if you want to, I can tell you about my life. In 
those years, I worked as a carpenter. Polina Egorovna and 
I were married for ten years. We did not have children, 
although Polina was incessantly under medical treatment 
at the city and went to resorts. Honestly: maybe I did not 
understand something, but I was not attracted to children 
at all. Now, when I see a baby I am trembling. But back 
then, I was a fool. I was crazy about other women. In 
short, the commitment was just the sound to me. Polina 
seemed not to notice my adulteries. But later… well, 
she got tired of my endless excuses and lies! How could   
I swear, if everybody saw my drinking sprees?! We   
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began to quarrel with Polina more and more often, and it 
was harder for us to reconcile.

Tatyana warily became silent, not believing his words.
— Ignat Grigoryevich, is that true? You live next door 

for seven years, but we never saw any woman with you. 
Nobody can hide from watchful villagers.

— Everything is different now. My dear Polina is the 
only woman in my heart. No woman can compete with 
her for the last seven years. If I saved that love for the 
whole life, we would be living happily together. But it was 
not this way! I rushed madly from one skirt to another. 
My Polina was so fed up with me. I became a stranger 
to her. I was not faithful. Her parents stopped talking to 
me. See, that was my life! However, I was not a little boy. 
I was a grown man. I should have understood what was 
wrong and right.

— Is it really true what drunk Nyusya spreads around 
the village?! — she disdainfully moved away from the 
table to the corner, covered her knees with the colourful 
bed sheet and indignantly looked at Ignat.

— Nyusya? She is… ugh… the walking episode of 
my shameful life. The varnished tale cannot be round. 
Though, it happened long ago.

— !!!
Tanya’s cheeks blushed, as if from a hot fire. She did 

not look at Ignat. Ignat did not expect another reaction 
from her and decided to finish the story in order to build 
a blank wall between him and a young neighbour.

— Once Polina went for treatment to the city and she 
was supposed to be there for ten days. I was left alone. 
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And then, I met jolly mailwoman Nyusya, who came to 
Minino to live with her aunt. Honestly, she was a good-
looking, pretty woman, and, according to the local men, 
she knew how to please men.

Late in the evening, Nyusya came to our house without 
my invitation. She brought a bag of snacks and bottles of 
alcohol. What happened next… it is even disgusting to 
tell. We got beastly drunk and almost dropped dead on 
white sheets…

At this time, Polina came home. And she saw that ugly 
scene… She kicked us out of the house naked, whipping 
us with poker and broom. She kicked me out of her life. 
We never saw each other…

In the morning, I went to my friend, who lived in the 
city, and after a couple of days, we went to the Baikal-
Amur Mainline. I was tormented by nightmares for a 
long time, until one day when I had a terrible dream. 
You know, it was on the eve of my anniversary. I turned 
fifty. I dreamed that I was in Minino, on the top of the 
Karaulnaya Mountain, with my father and mother covered 
in mud from head to toe. My parents were crying. They 
led me to the precipice. Father angrily began to shake 
his old, homespun belt, which was familiar to me since 
childhood, and mother said: «I told you, son: one apple 
is enough. Your mouth is full of shit. We are ashamed of 
you». And they promptly vanished.

I woke up, like I was bitten by bees. I could not sleep 
that night. In the morning I did not go to work, I took 
time off. At that time, I worked as a tracklayer at the 
Baikal-Amur Mainline. I could not keep calm after that 
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dream. I did not go out from the house. I was lying and 
looking through my life, like through a book. I wondered 
about my mother’s words: how did she find out about 
everything and how did she tell this to my father? In 
short, this was embarrassing, shameful. I was the best one 
at work, and the worst one in personal life.

The next day I wrote a letter of resignation. The chief 
did not want to listen. «We want to award you with the 
second order, and you decide to desert? You want to leave 
us in the busiest time?! Are you looking for easy ways 
in life? Do not be silly, Ignat Grigoryevich. Tell me the 
real reason or better take a hammer pick and go to work. 
Soon, we will complete our work at Tynda. I am in need 
of people. Every worker is worth his weight in gold, and 
you start whining here».

Smurov, our chief, was always honest. Everyone knew 
that. «I look at you, — he told me, — and I like what 
I see. You are handsome and hard-working. You have 
gifted hands and you know how to use them wisely. Tell 
me, what happened to you? Thousands of men are worse 
than you, and still they live with no worries. They are not 
even close to repent of their sins. But you suddenly began 
to see things clearly. High time. Are you going to become 
a saint or something? Watch it, hero!».

And I told him: «Ivan Petrovich! For Chris sake! Let 
me go! I am old, but I did not live a day like a normal 
person. I wasted so much time. Besides my work, I have 
nothing to be proud of. I am an old bachelor: only end-
less drinking sprees. I am chasing skirts all over the place. 
Though, this does not make me happy. And at my age, it is   
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sinful to live like that. My heart began to hurt. I feel that 
its time is coming to the end. I find myself disgusting. 
I have no energy to live like that anymore. If I do not go 
home, I will get into a bigger trouble. Have pity on me, 
Petrovich! Do you have a family?»

«You are a one, Grigoryevich! Yes, — he was laughing, 
— my Zina and I never spent a day apart. We lived to-
gether in the first tents here. At night, I gave her my blan-
ket, so she would not get cold. Sometimes, I had only a 
short fur coat to cover myself. That’s it, — Petrovich re-
membered, — Now what! We live in our house. We have 
daughters. They are still little. It was hard, but they are 
our gifts from heaven. Hard, you say? I see». Finally, he 
understood my situation. He saw how my conscience 
was eating me up inside for the shame I brought to my 
parents, for the lost family house, and my other sins…

When Petrovich realized this, he said: «Ignat Grigo-
ryevich, you got me. This inner fight with oneself is worth 
a lot. You are strong, my friend. Neither vodka nor your 
shameless women could not defeat you. No, they could 
not. I am sorry that I did not get it right away. I was about 
to kick your ass. I thought that you went nuts or some-
thing, that you were telling me some nonsense. And then 
I understood the cry of your soul. Now I respect you. 
Honestly, you have my respect. I cannot recall any con-
versation like that with our men. I did not want to let you 
go, but now I know that you are about to fight for your 
life. The inner war is bloody and brutal».

We were talking for a long time. Ivan Petrovich told 
me about his own challenges in life. He was young and 
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foolish when he had a fight and went to prison for it. Five 
years at the university went down the drain. When he 
was released from prison he had to get back everything 
that he foolishly had lost: his good name, education, and 
trust… Well, at least, Zina did not doubt him. She waited 
and was faithful to him.

«Well, Ignat Grigoryevich, — he shook hands with   
me, — you are a real man. You have a strong spirit. I be-
lieve that you are able to rebuild your personal life. You 
are priceless. Maybe, your Polina Egorovna will forgive 
you, when you will meet again. I would like to know 
about this. We will have another wedding here. Do I look 
like a best man? We will send your order to your region. 
We will ask the railroad officials to award it honourably 
to you». And he signed my letter of resignation with the 
transition to my native region.

Tea got cold long ago, but the girl forgot about it, 
thoughtfully chewing the bun:

— Did you go to Minino to see Polina Egorovna?
— Did I go?! I ran at the breakneck pace, but my dear 

Polina was not there anymore. Her house was demol-
ished in order to build a new school there. I was upset, 
of course, and went to my family house. Time was ruth-
less! It was changed a lot! The owners did not care about 
the house and almost destroyed it. Nothing was left from 
the yard. Only old cedars remained the same. You will 
not believe, but it seemed to me that they were happy to 
see me again. Other trees, judging by the stumps, were 
burned in the furnace long ago.
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I could not resist and knocked on the front door.   
A drunken man came out and said he was the owner, Ser-
gey. Already in the beginning of our conversation, I re-
sented for the attitude to the house. He was not offend-
ed: «There were many owners here. I do not have time to 
take care of the house. I was shell-shocked when I came 
back home from Chechnya. Parents are dead, and soon 
I will follow them too. If you sympathize, then give me 
some money on the bottle. I ate nothing since yesterday». 
«But it seems that you drink a lot,» — I quipped. «Yes,   
I drink! — Sergey became agitated, — What else the poor 
soldier should do. Our new regime does not care, does 
it?! Pension is so miserable that it is not enough even for 
medication, and even for the life of a normal person. I am 
only grateful to Nyusya, dishwasher and my girlfriend, 
who feeds my fellows and me with leftovers from the 
snack bar. If it were not she, we would have starved, like 
homeless dogs, and would have died long ago. Soon, Ny-
usya is going to leave that place. You see, she is drinking 
with her clients and is begging them to tip her on the bot-
tle. She is doing this for us. I thought about it and decid-
ed to go to my aunt, who lives in Boguchany. It is close to 
the Angara River, which is known for the plenty of fish. 
There, I will be able to live somehow until I die».

«Sergey! — I said, — Sell me the house. It is my fam-
ily house. Fa-mi-ly! My great-grandparents and grand-
father came into the world here. My two brothers and 
sister went to the front from here and were killed in the 
battle. My parents rested in peace here. After their death, 
I was so foolish that I sold it for nothing. But it is not 
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about the money. I cannot live without this piece of land. 
When I left this place I was wandering around the world 
like a rolling stone. I did not belong anywhere. Do you 
understand me or not?».

Sergey was quick-witted and responsive. He was not 
dragging it out. «I agree if you have money to buy it. You 
know, it is hard to find buyers in the village. Everybody 
work in the city and the station needs only railway work-
ers. I have no health to work there. Tomorrow, we will 
settle this down and will sign all the papers. I was crazy 
when I thought to let Nyusya live here. She would burn 
your house with her companions». And I told him: «You 
called her your girlfriend, did not you?». «No way! I was 
simply desperate. I have only Nyusya. For whom and for 
what did I fight, if ended up being alone?!».

Sergey bitterly lamented about his life. I was sorry for 
him. By his age, he could be my son. I shook his hand and 
gave him five thousand rubles. It was the deposit for the 
house. «Wow! — he was delighted, — This is half of my 
pension! I will eat sausages to the full. I forgot the smell 
of meat. Sounds good to me! You should not worry, — he 
said, — I will not spend it on drink. I will buy something 
to eat. I had wasted away. I look like a bag of bones».

Not believing my luck with the house, I went to the 
village administration to find out about Polina and her 
family. There was a friend of my mother-in-law. She rec-
ognized me and said that the Neverov family moved to 
the Novosibirsk Oblast. They did not write to anyone in 
the village, so nobody knew their address. The only hope 
was for the passport service. I sent requests to register   
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offices. I received two replies that did not confirm the 
registration of Polina and her parents neither in the city 
nor in the oblast. Tanya, in this bitter moment I felt that 
should find Polina. I made myself a vow: I would change 
myself, I would change my whole life. And, maybe, the 
Lord would have his mercy on me and would help me 
find the way to Polina.

Two weeks later, I signed the deed of purchase for the 
house. Sergey went to his aunt and I began to repair ev-
erything. I devoted three months of the holiday to the 
resurrection of the father’s house. I did everything on my 
own. And thanks to railway workers I could do this. They 
supported and cheered me up. The chief of the railway 
section asked me to lead the team assigned to the station 
Snezhnitsa. There were no vacant places in Minino, so   
I agreed…

— What? What happened next?!
While listening to Ignat, Tatyana moved to the table 

again, thoughtfully reordered the plate with the appetiz-
ing granny’s shangas, held them in her hands, as if warm-
ing them.

— Then I lived and worked next door to you. Tanya, 
there are no easy ways in life. But the Baikal-Amur Main-
line taught me a lot. It taught me life. You know, slowly, 
step-by-step my brigade became the leading one. Men felt 
that I could move mountains if I wanted to. They began 
to make good money, stopped drinking. At first, many 
did not like my rules, some even threatened to quit, and 
others brawled. I was not holding anyone. I was ready to 
sign their letters of resignation at any time. I began to give 
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them work to do, leaving no time for breaks. And soon 
they got used to this. It is a real pleasure. Now, they are 
grateful for everything. Especially, their wives are grate-
ful.

— And what about Polina Egorovna? — his neighbour 
said, biting her pout lips, then frowning and cheering up. 
— Did you forget about her? Did you stop searching her?

— Oh, how can you think this way?! «Forget…» No,   
I am going to her now! Maybe, she got married long ago, 
but she called me for some reason.

— Did she find you?!
— Yes! Nyusya brought the urgent telegram yesterday.
— Oh my God! I am happy for you!
— Oh, Tanya, I do not know whether I should be hap-

py or not, — Ignat Grigoryevich looked sad. Tatyana 
could see how it hurt him, how his soul suffered from 
this obscurity.

— Why are you worried?
— I am worried because of her words: «Send me a tele-

gram on the departure. We will meet you». Therefore, she 
will not be alone. This can only be her husband. We were 
not lucky to have a son or a daughter. I think she will ask 
for divorce. And I will not give it to her! Never. I used to 
be a fool. I wasted my happiness. I am a different man 
now! You see, Tanya, I have changed. I will be begging 
Polina to forgive me, but I will not let anyone to be with 
her! She is my woman, and that’s it!

— Are you serious, Ignat Grigoryevich?! — the girl re-
sented suddenly. — You say that you love your Polina, 
but you do not want her to be happy? What if she has 
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found her soul mate and they are happy together? I think 
you are wrong at every level.

— Why is that? — Ignat frowned.
— By law, if you did not have children together, she 

could get the divorce without your presence at the reg-
istry office.

— Do you mean that she has a child? — his deep 
smooth baritone quavered.

— It is possible.
— Hm, — Dyomin grunted, scratching the back of his 

head. — How could I be such a fool?! I screwed every-
thing up…

— I do not judge you, Ignat Grigoryevich, — the girl 
said, crying. — You punished yourself long ago…

— Tanya, why are you crying? Calm down, — Ignat 
gently stroked the shaking girl’s back with his hand, hard 
as stone. — Why are you crying?

— I understand you! You had a lot of challenges in 
life — I would not wish it on my worst enemy. You lost 
your beloved wife, you suffered. But you have changed. 
Not every man is capable of doing this. Many men do 
not consider infidelity to be the betrayal of love. They are 
even proud of their «victories».

— Stop making me a hero! Better tell me: do you still 
want me to be your grandfather? Are you sure about this?

— Yes! I am absolutely sure. You are my grand-fa-
ther! — she said so loud that all the passenger could 
hear it. And then, listening attentively to the silence in all 
compartments, she repeated even louder:

— You are my grandfather! My grandfather!
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Ignat got excited. He stood, not knowing where to put 
his hands.

— Tanya, you are my granddaughter. The only one! 
You will be the dearest person for me.

— Are you serious, Ignat Grigoryevich?!
— Yes, I am! I am honest with you.
— Me too!
Ignat looked carefully at Tatyana. She also burst into 

tears again, and muddy rivulets flowed from her painted 
eyelashes.

— Come on! You should not cry. Everything is all   
right, — he began to wipe her cheeks carefully.

The dawn broke when the train reached the outskirts of 
the city. Pinkish glow of the morning dawn was playfully 
reflected in the puddles on the streets, in the wet lights, 
in the endless row of shop windows, in every window 
of grey apartment buildings. Soon, it began to play   
with bright, dancing spots of reflected light in the 
compartment, where Ignat spent the night without 
sleep. «What else is waiting for me?!». But this thought 
vanished into thin air, appearing for a moment in his 
consciousness: the train, creaking with its brakes, stopped 
at the glowing, pure, and caressed by the first rays of the 
rising sun platform.

The queue of passengers stretched down the corridor, 
pushing the baggage as they moved forward. Having 
opened the door to the corridor, Ignat immediately closed it.

— Tanya! Let’s leave the last ones, I do not like to jostle 
among the bags and suitcases. — He stuck to the window, 
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hoping to find the beloved face among the crowd. «Will I 
recognize my dear Polina, my love…». And he suddenly 
jumped up, opened the compartment, and rushed to the 
exit, pushing everyone away and apologizing. Having 
stumbled over a long handle of someone’s gym bag, he 
fell down on the floor. He got up and in the same flash of 
time fell from the stairs of the platform. He found himself 
at the feet of a stately grey-haired woman with a baby in 
her arms.

— Polina! I cannot believe that I see you, my dear 
Polina! Well, hello, my dear…

The river of tears flowed down his unshaven and rough 
face, perfectly cared-for by the Sayan fresh winds and the 
Siberian frosts.

— Welcome, Ignat! — she handed him the little boy. 
He, seeing the crying granny, frowned and was ready to 
burst into tears immediately.

— So, what did you want to say, Grisha? Tell him! — 
she said before the boy began to cry as well.

— Hi, grandpa Ignat!
The boy touched the grandpa’s forelock with his plump 

palms. Then he cuddled, smiled, put his arms around his 
neck, kissed the grandpa’s wet nose, and shouted aloud:

— I am Grisha Dyomin!
Ignat almost fainted, but he managed to recover 

himself. Though, he could not stop crying. Tears flowed 
his haggard, pale after a sleepless night face.

— You are my dear ones! My life was miserable without 
you. Polina, why were you hiding such happiness from 
me? Where are the son and the daughter-in-law?
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— They work beyond the Arctic Circle. They are in 
Talnakh, somewhere near Norilsk. Both graduated from 
the polytechnic university last year. They are metallurgists. 
Grisha and I stay home.

— Why did not you write to me?
— At first, I did not. I was mad at you. Then, secretly 

from my parents, I wrote several letters and sent them to 
Minino in the name of the postmaster in order to hand 
the letter to you personally. No answer. Parents, may they 
rest in peace, did not want to hear about you at all. They 
had to leave they home because of us. When my father 
was dying, he asked to forget about you. But the last 
three years, right after the birth of the grandson, our son 
Egor and I are looking for you. We wrote several times 
to the village council, to the post, and to the address of 
your parents, where you registered seven years ago, but 
there was no answer. We did not know what to think. 
Then I decided to write to the personnel department of 
the railroad. I am grateful to them. They wrote that you 
worked as a brigadier at the station Snezhnitsa and that 
you lived there. They did not write where exactly you 
lived. I called Egor and we decided to send you the urgent 
telegram with notice. Our son never heard anything bad 
about you. When he grew up, I told him that we did not 
get along. Sometimes this happens between people in 
love.

Ignat immediately guessed, who got all the letters 
from Polina in Minino and what made her send him the 
telegram to Snezhnitsa. But now he did not care about 
Nyusya and her revenge: he was overwhelmed with 
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joy of meeting Polina and his grandson. It definitely 
happened due to divine will. Nothing will ever take away 
this happiness, nobody will separate them.

Having come to his senses, Ignat began to look for 
Tatyana. She smiled, standing on the steps of the platform.

— Grandpa! I am here! Take my bags!
For a moment, the face of Polina darkened.
— And who is this? — she asked and hastily took away 

the grandson. Ignat carefully helped Tatyana to get off 
the stairs.

— Polina Egorovna, this is our granddaughter Tatyana.
Seeing the awkward and sad confusion on the face of 

Polina, Tatyana immediately took off her nervous tension.
— Please, do not worry. Ignat Grigoryevich is a sworn 

grandfather. Yesterday, I asked him to become my 
grandfather. The close one!

The eyes of Polina Egorovna remained anxious and full 
of tears but sparkled with the light of the new morning.

— All righty! Now I also have a granddaughter.
Not yet believing in the happy ending after years away 

from her beloved, Polina slowly recovered her senses. 
Later, she kissed Tatyana and hugged her.

Passengers passed them by fast. Though, everyone was 
able to capture that moment of joy, that small island of 
true happiness.

In a week, Ignat, Polina and their grandson returned 
to his family house. The freshly painted fence outlined 
with the blue belt the clean yard full of flowers. Amid 
the cedars that miraculously escaped the axe, in the arms 
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of fiery red and pink white geraniums, the house looked 
like a huge amber nugget.

Ignat, holding Grisha in his arms, took his wife to see 
little cedars. Under the fresh gust of the wind they bended 
their emerald tops to the feet of the hostess.

The same day Dyomin sent the promised letter to Ivan 
Petrovich Smurov from Tynda: «Urgently go to Minino. 
I am doing great. We are waiting. The Dyomin family: 
Polina, grandson Grisha, and eternally yours Ignat».

And the golden autumn spread around the Karaulnaya 
Mountain.

The Present for Nastya

Vasiliy Ilyin pulled over his UAZ on the top of fir 
ravine. He could not pass by. Fabulous, fascinating 
picture of the emerald ocean of Evenkia captivated the 
imagination. His wife and daughter became numb from 
this beauty: they saw this miracle for the first time. The 
family admired the multi-coloured spots of reflected light 
for a long time. They jumped in the rainbow rays over the 
spring taiga. Taiga captivated and allured to discover its 
forest wilderness.

— Dad! Is it all… yours?!
— It is ours, Nastya. It belongs to the people of Evenkia. 

Look, what a lovely sight! I cannot take my eyes off it. The 
forest enjoys the generous light of the sun. Daughter, look 
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along the river. Tunguska flies fast, like an arrow, to its 
hero — Yenisei. Well, let’s go now! We have things to do.

Seeing the hut from afar, Nastya clapped her hands 
and began to bounce on the back seat of the car.

— I know it belongs to grandpa Vanya! Dad, you told 
me about it!

Having unloaded food supplies and equipment for 
seasonal hunting, the Ilyin family amicably shared their 
duties. Nastya had to gather snowdrops, mother Klava 
had to heat the hut and to cook dinner, and father Vasiliy 
had to do everything else.

The girl was the first to get to work. She was merrily 
running around the hut and held tightly a purple bouquet 
in her small hand.

— Dear, do not pluck flowers with roots. It will hurt 
them. You should carefully break the stems. Then they 
will grow here for many years. Your kids will see them 
here as well.

— Dad, I am going to marry Vanya Rastorguykov. He 
is a good boy. He brings me sweets to kindergarten.

— Nastya! The doctor forbade you to eat sweets! I will 
tell your mother and she will spank you. And you should 
take your time with marriage. You are still very young.

— All the children in the kindergarten are getting 
married!

— Okay, let’s get back to work. We will talk later.
Vasiliy shovelled old pine needles and branches from 

the roof of the hut, as well as snow from the walls of the 
hut.
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— Dad! Look, there are little bears! — Nastya screamed 
enthusiastically and ran to her father. Waving the bouquet 
of snowdrops, she pointed on the hillside and wanted to 
take him to the family of bears. He barely stopped his 
daughter. Then he lifted her in his arms, held her tight, 
and thought that they should quickly hide in the hut.

Not far, along the hillside, there was a dry tree, knocked 
down by hurricane long ago. When he was there Vasiliy 
often looked at it. Now, two little bears played catch-up, 
tumbled and fought with each other on its trunk. On the 
leeward, basking in the warm rays of the midday sun, 
mother-bear stood, swaying slightly and languishing 
half-asleep.

— Nastya! We cannot go there! Their mother does not 
like when people come up to her children, — without 
attracting the attention of bears, Vasiliy quietly, without 
sudden movements quickened their pace.

— Daddy, you told me about girl Masha, who lived 
with bears. She even ate the soup of the little bear! — 
the incredulous tone of daughter presaged serious 
conversation. The father had no choice but to defend 
himself.

— That is not true! The girl did not live with them. 
She just got lost and came across their house. Lev Tolstoy 
wanted to tell Masha and all the children about the life of 
these clever and kind animals in the forest.

— Then why do we run from them, if they are kind?! 
— she escaped from her father’s arms, making her way 
to the carpet of grass. She wanted to run away to pretty 
little bears, who were around the corner, played near the 
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dry tree, yelped loudly, and purred with pleasure, like 
the kittens of Murka.

— Nastya, listen to me and try to understand. All the 
fairy tales have the beginning and the ending in the books 
for children. They just live there. In fairy tales, people talk 
to animals and birds. And they respond to people and 
communicate, like you and me. People want all the forest 
dwellers to be happy. They make friends with the bears. 
But in real life, it is not always this way. In taiga, people 
and bears, if they are smart and wish each other only 
good, try not to meet. They do not even come close to 
each other. As the cautious and wise animal, the bear does 
not come close to people. Do you remember what we saw 
in the circus? There are smart bears there. People teach 
them to communicate with artists and the audience, — 
Nastya nodded. — But there are also bad bears in the 
forest. We do not know what bears we have met, right?

Nastya was thinking about something. She was silent 
for a moment, spun around, and said:

— Dad, let’s go to them and learn everything about 
them. Maybe, they are good?!

— No, my dear, let the little bears play without us. 
See, they are having fun. And in the fairy tale, the bears 
were very angry, when they saw that someone else was 
in their house. Do you remember? Masha broke the chair 
and crumpled the bed linen. The little bear even wanted 
to bite her for being naughty.

— And your Lev Tolstoy lied about everything!
— Nastya, come on. He is not mine. Lev Nikolayevich 

Tolstoy is one of the greatest Russian writers. Repeat this!
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— Tolstoy is our tall writer. And I will tell him that 
bears do not live like this, that they are nod mad at 
people! — Her face grimaced ruefully and her eyes were 
full of tears. — The teacher in the kindergarten, Galina 
Ivanovna, said that bears in Evenkia are very good! They 
live and sleep in the lair. They do not cook soup. They 
do not have a stove! They eat berries and honey, — due 
to these contradictions Nastya, puzzled and frightened, 
looked at her father as if she felt his growing anxiety.

— Let’s go to your mother. She must be waiting for 
us! Maybe, she cooked something delicious, — and he 
looked back at the bear that was already pricked up the 
ears, having found them. Having placed the girl on his 
shoulders, he went to the hut. But Nastya wriggled herself 
in father’s strong hands and waved to the little bears.

— Dad, why do people write lies in the books?! And 
your Lev does it too. Write him that he should stop doing 
this!

Nastya cried bitterly. Seeing the weeping daughter, 
Klava got disturbed:

— What happened?! — Vasiliy put a finger to his lips 
to give her a sign not to talk about this. He undressed 
Nastya, wiped her cheeks, and seated at the table.

— Mother Klava, we would like to drink delicious tea 
with jam and sweet buns, — as if nothing happened, he 
carelessly expressed their wishes and began to set the 
table.

The kettle on the small stove spread the aroma of taiga 
currants. On a special occasion, Klava put daughter’s 
favourite sweets «Mishka na Severe» into the birchbark 
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vase. And her world was filled with joy right away. After 
drinking tea, Nastya incessantly chatted with her mother, 
sorted out the packages of toys, and placed them around 
the corners and the benches of the hut.

Having taken the advantage of the suitable moment, 
Vasiliy rushed to the forest, ostensibly, for firewood. He 
quietly, not to alert Nastya, got off the hook the loaded 
carbine and left. Having hidden behind the fir that grew 
near the door of the hut, he began to watch the bear. The 
bear took the little ones away from the dry tree, closer to 
the hillside and the river. But they were not in a hurry to 
leave. Vasiliy still clearly saw restless and playful little 
bears. «That’s good! There is no need for us to sort things 
out in front of the children».

Hiding behind the trees, he listened to the monotonous 
sound of the taiga and carefully moved in the direction of 
the bears that went down the hillside to the river. Soon, 
the noisy family disappeared out of his sight. «Now, 
they must be crossing the river. Probably, they found 
raspberries there. Last year’s berry crumbled away and 
was dissolved in the ground, but they will definitely take 
a bite of fresh buds. It is also a good choice. There are 
many elk trails. Well done, mother-bear! You will not 
come back here before autumn in order to pamper your 
little ones in the lair for one more hibernation».

Having calmed down, Vasiliy ran to the hut. Klava and 
Nastya were already waiting for him.

— Dad, I want to go to little bears. Are they still   
there?! — and with distinct desire, she began to ask her 
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father to go with her to the bears. Knowing that they were 
far away, he agreed.

— Bears will be the beginning! When you grow up, my 
dear, we will go to the place where the Tunguska meteorite 
fell down. This is a real miracle! We live nearby and only 
read about this in newspapers. I would like to touch it! 
What if not the scientists but we, real taiga dwellers, will 
see the meteorite on the forest trail as the old lump, — 
Nastya liked the idea of her father and her eyes sparkled 
with joy.

The next day, she woke up when the sun was already 
above the Medvezhya Mountain. Mother Klava wove 
new nylon bows in her blond braids. Blue, with yellow 
dots, they hung down her slender shoulders.

— You are beautiful! Today is your birthday. What do 
you want to get as a present? — her father asked. Her face 
playfully and slyly lit up.

— Daddy, you know what I want! — Vasiliy looked at 
her confused. — I want you to give me little bears. The 
ones that we have found!

— Nastya! They are cubs, not toys! They are children, 
just like you. How can I take them away from the mother-
bear? You do not want us to give you to someone for 
birthday? — Vasiliy saw guileless childish emotions on 
the face of his daughter. — Why are you silent, dear?! 
Come on, let’s think reasonably.

— I thought about this yesterday: give me little bears! 
I will be their mother.

— Nastya! — her father made everything clear, and the 
Ilyin family hastily went home.
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Approaching to the village store, Ilyin saw Pakhomych, 
the old hunter and dog breeder of Evenkia. He was selling 
the puppies of his famous Eskimo dog Snezhka. Vasiliy, 
without bargaining, gladly bought two pert puppies. 
They had grey spots on their foreheads and paws. He 
put them under the jacket. He fastened it tightly, up to his 
chin. Yes! Their sharp, wet muzzles poked into his broad 
chest, whining, scratching, and biting. They tried hard to 
get out. Vasiliy could hardly hold them, fearing that they 
were about to run into the wild. He wanted to surprise 
his daughter. But she was already running towards him.

— Dad, I saw everything… You bought puppies, — 
she blurted out without joy.

— Yes, Nastya. I trust you to take care of them. Now, 
you are their mother. It is not easy, my dear, to become 
the real mother for puppies. You should do your best.

— Okay, I will try. And you, daddy, when I learn how 
to be the real mother for puppies, will give me little bears.

Little Elk Valka

Dmitriy Amosov and his little son often visited the 
maternity hospital at the feldsher’s station, leaving the 
two-year-old Tolya and Kolya at home in the care of 
widowed, childless sister Sonya, who decided to leave 
sunny Sochi and to help her brother to grow up young 
children. Dmitriy resigned from the drilling rig to be   
a good parent for his children.
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Every year, from spring until the first snow, the family 
lived in the hut. They had plenty of food due to the 
inexhaustible taiga and the Tunguska River. The hereditary 
taiga field man provided his family with everything 
necessary. The little boys willingly helped him. The father 
taught the sons to live in the taiga. Now, it is their mother. 
He loved taiga wholeheartedly, faithfully and carefully. 
He protected this land from poachers, took care of all 
its dwellers. He taught the boys from early childhood to 
honour taiga, strictly required to comply with the forest 
commandments: «Do not destroy in vain!», «Do no harm 
defenceless!», «Do not be greedy!». He showed with his 
deeds how to live in the world of taiga. His sons, in their 
adult life, in the life without the father, remembered these 
lessons. They kept in memory one occasion when their 
father brought home a little elk, named Valka. Andrey, as 
a teenager, remembered all the smallest details.

… Little Valka barely stood on unstable, trembling, 
unruly legs. Most likely, it was the second calf that by 
the will of some accident strayed from the mother-elk. 
Father, «keeping the record» of the capercaillie nests, 
got very dirty and decided to walk down to the valley 
to freshen up. Having come closer, he listened carefully. 
Something popped, fidgeted, and knocked against the 
water. Risking to stick hopelessly in the old abatis, he saw 
a little elk and freed him from the deadly capture. The 
fearless elk, named Valka, was no older than one week. 
Hungry and weak, it desperately tried to get out to the 
land. But the slippery, rotten dry vegetation snapped off 
under the sharp and quick hooves, crumbled and pulled 
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the stubborn elk to the icy melt water. Amosov heard this 
cracking sound and saved the poor animal. If it were not 
their father, the little elk would not be alive!

Valka quickly settled in the house, warmed up on the 
father’s old short fur coat. He drank milk with semolina 
and slept off. The next day, it quickly ran around the yard, 
kicked, jumped high, and fought with the fence. He loved 
aunt Sonya, believing for some reason that she was its 
mother. As soon as she went down from the porch, the 
sensitive Valka left all the fun and rushed to «mother», 
licking and poking its cute snout into her belly. And when 
she brought the little elk food — milk with the soaked 
pieces of bread — it almost knocked her down, snapping 
and chewing the colourful edge of the apron, presented 
by her brother on the Woman’s Day. Soon, nothing was 
left from the apron but wretched, chewed up rags. Having 
leaned the bucket to the fence, aunt Sonya tried to hold 
the aluminium bucket in the standing position. But every 
time, before the next feeding, Valka tried to hit the bucket 
with one hoof, and only then quickly ate the delicious 
treat, dipping its snout in a funny way. Occasionally, its 
head protruded out to breathe some air. The little elk 
snuffled loudly, snorted, and shook its white, wet snout. 
At this time, the family forgot about everything else and 
enthusiastically watched the pet. By the end of the meal, 
Valka was covered in milk and crumbs from hooves to 
withers. One could feed all of us with his meal. The little 
elk gratefully ran around the family, showing signs of 
tenderness and appreciation on its every step, but staining 
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their clothes at the same time. Every day Valka gained 
about two kilogrammes of weight.

— In the autumn, — Andrey recalled, — father took 
away Valka from us. «It is a wild animal. The one that 
lives in taiga! It is not your toy. It belongs to the forest 
trails». And he took Valka to the hut at the Medvezhya 
Mountain. It was already swift, well-fed, with clearly 
defined knobs, swelling on the forehead.

Somehow, two years later, father met Valka on the 
narrow, rocky elk trail. Father recognized it from a 
distance. But Valka stopped first. Having tilted its head, 
Valka stared at the person, who was coming towards it. It 
deeply inhaled the flying from him breeze with its sensual, 
wet, and hairy nostrils. Thinking about something, Valka 
shifted from one leg to the other, leaning with its croup 
against the rocky ledge covered with lichen. It froze as if 
comparing and remembering something…

Father stopped about ten steps from the mighty animal. 
Having stretched out his hands to the elk, he called: 
«Valka! Valka…» And then the young elk rushed to its 
saviour. Having approached him, it ran around father 
several times and then stopped. It shook its head as if 
boasting its strong, branching horns. It genially snuffled, 
snorted, and wheezed, as in its childhood, gently leaning 
against the dear creature with its torso. Then it came up 
close. It began to lick father’s old sweater, his face and 
hands. Valka was up to two metres high and weighed 
about half a ton. Deeply moved by the grateful memory, 
father with trembling hands stroked the gullible snout of 
Valka. The elk sank with pleasure when the good man 
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affectionately ruffled its long ears, its thick, silky beard, 
and approvingly tapped his palms on the tall, slender 
legs.

They had a long and close communication, both satisfied 
and happy from the unexpected encounter, knowing well 
each other and speaking the language of sounds and 
body movements. They slowly and reluctantly went in 
different directions, as if knowing in advance that their 
paths would never cross…

Dmitriy Amosov died in taiga, not from the fangs and 
hooves of wild animals, with whom he lived side by side 
all his life. He was killed by the random bullet of the evil 
and insatiable poacher. No, it was not the man. It was 
the monster. In that spring that parted sons from their 
father, the older twins, Anatoliy and Nikolay, furrowed 
the seas and the oceans as the captains, and the younger 
son, Andrey, worked in the Evenkia oil exploration as 
the driller. Sons remember and love their father as in the 
early years of their childhood.

The Grief of Vovka

In Ivanovka, the abandoned village with a hundred of 
yards, the villagers were poor, but lived amicably, as it 
was in the old days. People were not jealous of anyone 
and anything: everyone was feeding on taiga, river, and 
the vegetable garden according to personal ability and 
skills. The only trouble they all had was irresistible, 
hopeless drunkenness. Every evening men and women 
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enjoyed the available potion to the bursting point, and 
in the morning, according to the new trend, they went 
to the church to pray for forgiveness. Before lunch, they 
repented. When they got home and had a snack with 
what God sent them, they got back to the urgent, endless 
«need» for the sustenance of the family and domestic 
animals. At dusk, women milked cows and sat at the table 
to have dinner. And so another revelry began. Alcohol 
ruled the day…

That is how the decent hosts lived. Most men entirely 
devoted themselves to this hobby, as to the pleasant duty, 
not leaving even a spare minute for something useful. 
There was no work to help the villagers make some 
money. The collective farm was plundered long ago. 
Only one farm remained. Local men guarded it. Though, 
it did not help much. The farm burned, with cows and the 
newborn calves. Either someone burnt it or grandfather 
Kuzma dropped his roll-up somewhere.

It is frightening to remember what was going on 
around the farm at that moment. The roar could be heard 
all night, tearing apart hearts and souls of the villagers. 
It was a pity to lose animals in the fire: thoroughbred, 
Dutch, spotted cows. Farmers paid millions for them. 
They provided the whole village with milk and meat.

Women could not keep calm for a week. How could 
they keep calm?! Hot, invincible flames of fire suddenly 
vanished the family income of the villagers.

Before the collapse of the roof, people were able to save 
a dozen of calves. Masha Kukushkina, the local orphan, 
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got one of them. It was the decision of the local council. 
Two years ago, her parents, Klavdia and Vladimir, who 
dealt with the transportation of hay, died under the heavy 
tractor that went off the road in the bad weather.

Now, modest beauty Masha lived all alone at the 
outskirts of the village. After eight classes she had no 
money to study. And the village council temporarily 
appointed her to work as the milkmaid, so she could 
gain experience and strength, which were necessary for 
milking ten cows.

The girl was serious and responsible. After the short 
shift, she did not rush home. She was taking care of the 
calves that she lovingly called «little spots». She diligently 
fed the calves, changed the straw in the stands that quickly 
got wet. And in that terrible night, she was grieving about 
the lost animals. She even wanted to rush herself into the 
fire, hearing the desperate call for help. Two men held 
Masha. Otherwise, she would die as well.

With nothing left to do, she began to earn her living 
by sewing, which her mother taught her when she was a 
child. She was very skilful and made clothes for children 
and adults. The light in her house at the outskirts of the 
village glowed even late at night. The only joy of her soul 
was Buryonka. She managed herself to mow down a stack 
of fragrant clover for it. The villagers helped to gather 
food for Buryonka for the winter. The cow was healthy 
and well-groomed. Later, Masha got hen with the noisy 
rooster that woke her up in the morning to take Buryonka 
to the pasture in the herd.
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The unspoiled by the blessings of the authorities at all 
times people of Ivanovka missed the real work. Someone 
suddenly ruined the farm life to the ground. No one 
was going to rebuild another one there. The chairman of 
the village council, Taisiya Timofeevna Samgina, visited 
the district officials, demanded to take actions to save 
the dying village, and to find, finally, a good landlord 
for it. But malevolent oligarchs travelled over the plain, 
poor village. Or, when they came there, they did not stay 
longer than an hour.

Once, on a fine summer day, the news rapidly spread 
around the village: a certain gentleman in a straw hat 
and with a big black Land Cruiser, which reminded 
some old-timers the infamous prisoner transport vehicle, 
stopped at the former collective farm office. Seemed that 
he wanted to revive the farm. People, young and old, 
surrounded him. They all went silent when he spoke. 
They were happy: he took care of people. Work is the 
necessary attribute of the decent person. Samgina, after 
the oligarch sensibly expressed his ideas to the people, 
even bowed before him:

— Well, Mr Trakhov, get to work. We will help you. 
We will not drink alcohol anymore. We will do our best 
to rebuild Ivanovka.

He frowned and assented to every word. He promised 
to change the village, and suddenly asked:

— Who has the voucher long-fallow lands? I am ready 
to redeem them for the new farm. I will not bargain with 
you. I will pay the price to the fullest. Feel free to say 
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how much you want. Certainly, try to make it within the 
reasonable limits, — Trakhov said, shaking tight bundles 
of money in front of the owners of the land. The money 
sparkled with a green tint. Did the villagers even bother 
to look at them?! And the Russians had already forgotten 
how the real money looked like. When talking, Trakhov 
was frankly staring at Masha Kukushkina. Each bashful 
soul would feel uncomfortable from such an awkward 
stare. The girl did not know what to do. The face of the 
girl got pale and red. Masha could not take such a shame 
and ran home.

The oligarch introduced his lawyer:
— We will settle down the purchase and sale agreement, 

as it should be. And right now.
The lawyer, without delay, began to perform his direct 

duties, taking out of the case the forms of agreements 
and other papers. While the master was making plans 
about the wondrous transformation of Ivanovka, the 
lawyer successfully closed the deals. The village council 
was the guarantor for Trakhov. Taisiya Timofeevna put 
her seal on every agreement. Only the buyer did not have 
the necessary amount of money to pay: he was out of the 
ruble cash.

— Here is my pledge, — and he presented again to the 
people the large bundle of money in the bank paper. — 
I ask the village council to accept it until the day when   
I pay off the whole sum.

The chairman, without looking, put the dollars together 
with the official seal inside the portable safe.
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The villagers considered this to be convincing. They 
clapped loudly, as it seemed, to the decent, honest man.

— If somebody has doubts, tomorrow morning we 
all will meet at the office of the Head of the district 
administration, — Trakhov suggested and shook hands 
with everyone present at the meeting.

— Hm! Where will they get money to go there? They 
did not get the salary for years, — Taisiya Timofeevna 
lamented.

The crimson sunset swung on the rich crowns of 
branchy birches at the outskirts of the village when   
a huge Land Cruiser drove to the house of Masha 
Kukushkina.

In the early morning, when women took the cows to 
the herd, the car was still there. But on their way home, 
they did not see the horrible car. Then many thought that 
Ivanovka brightened at once. Land Cruiser seemed to be 
too dark for Ivanovka… Masha disappeared the same 
day. She locked the house, and that was it.

In the evening, her neighbour and the friend of her 
mother Praskovya Nikitichna Solomina met Buryonka. She 
lived her entire life in front of the house of the Kukushkin 
family, and was highly respected by the villagers, as all 
the skilful grandmothers-midwives in Russia.

— Did the landlord take Masha to his lordly mansion? 
Lucky girl, — impatient, curious women asked Praskovya, 
heartily rejoicing for the orphan.

The new bright day and the other subsequent days did 
not bring the good news to the village.
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Weeks passed, the month passed, but Mr Trakhov 
did not show up. He vanished into thin air. The failed 
landowners were the first ones to be concerned: «What 
if he is a fraudster?!». They all gathered in the village 
council.

Fedor Tulupkin, suffering from stomach ulcer his entire 
life, did not fail to add fuel to the fire by telling greedy 
Petr Davydov:

— Well, my friend, you are in a big trouble! You have 
been fooled! You can forget about your gratuitous acres 
of land. You have never been rich, what’s the point in all 
that?!

Simple-minded and gullible Prokhor Sukhov began to 
protect Trakhov:

— You never know what could happen to the person! 
If you do not for sure, then you should keep calm. Sure, 
if he were the bad person, he would not have helped to 
rebuild the farm at his own risk. You see, he sensibly 
planned and decided to do this.

While waiting for the lost owner, Samgina got 
depressed from their speeches and could not sit calm in 
her armchair.

— Why at least one of you, sellers, did not get into that 
Cruiser to ask him about all this. The next morning, you 
would find out in the district who he was. No! Instead, 
you sit and drink all day long! When will this be over?!

It was decided to find Trakhov. Taisiya Timofeevna, as 
his guarantor, went to the district administration.
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Having returned in the evening, she encouraged the 
villagers again.

— Trakhov went to the Head of the district 
administration. On the same day, he settled everything 
down according to the law. Now, Trakhov is the owner 
of your land. They say he assured them that when he 
returns from Cyprus, he will come here to pay you off. 
He seemed to be in a hurry to go abroad. His wife gave 
birth to his son there. That is their first-born. You know, 
the son is the father’s pride and joy.

— What wife?! What first-born?! Then… where is 
Masha? — the villagers kept asking. Samgina worried 
about the same thing. She used to be her mother’s best 
friend. Unfortunately, she could not find out anything 
about the girl. No one in the district did not see her 
together with Trakhov or her alone.

… Masha Kukushkina returned to the village before the 
childbirth. She looked completely different like it was not 
she. Not much was left from the former beauty. Perhaps, 
only her eyes were shining with the same unusually 
velvety cornflower blue lights. But the villagers noticed 
immediately: something happened to her, she was not in 
her right mind… They tried to help her. Tortured, beaten, 
and completely exhausted Kukushkina was silent, being 
afraid to look the villagers in the eye. She did not leave 
the house. When she accidentally met someone over 
the fence, she politely bowed and quickly hid. Only 
Taisiya Samgina and Praskovya talked to Masha. It just 
happened so among the villagers: if they give the person 
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some name or nickname in the childhood, then they call 
hem/her this way to the graveyard. Everybody called 
Praskovya Nikitichna — Pronya. Only school kids and 
the neighbour’s children, who with her help came into 
this world without a single injury, affectionately called 
her granny. She also delivered Masha. It was a hard 
childbirth for her friend. She did a great job to rescue the 
child. Then she took care of Klavdia.

Masha’s first-born rushed himself into the world, 
jumping up right on the midwife’s white apron. He was 
strong and cute. For some reason, he cried for a long time, 
as if complaining to the granny, who began to live with 
them from that same day. She went to her house for an 
hour or so to milk and feed the cow, to heat the stove. 
April brought both thaws and severe frosts. Day after 
day, she looked carefully after Masha, who seemed to feel 
good after the delivery. Although, she did not become 
healthier. Her face was still sickly pale. She was not 
smiling. Only when she fed and swaddled her son, she 
became extremely joyous, happy, and looked beautiful.

— If only Klavdia could see her daughter with the 
baby… That’s what motherhood does to women, — 
Praskovya frequently told Masha about this at such 
moments, wiping tears. She taught the young mother 
different secrets to make her child grow up healthy and 
smart.

Vova turned three months, and the chairman of the 
village council publicly presented him with the birth 
certificate: Vladimir Semyonovich Kukushkin. Masha 
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asked to give her son the name of her father and the 
patronymic name of her grandfather. Pronya became the 
godmother and Prokhor Sukhov became the godfather, 
who proudly and solemnly held the little boy in his arms.

— I cannot even express how glad I am! He is my first 
godson. So, I am not the biggest sinner in the world. 
Thank you for the honour. I promise to become the true, 
good father for Vova.

— Honestly, little Vova resembles Masha a lot. The 
only difference is that he is a boy. The rest is the same: 
the complexion, the constitution. He is a beautiful child. 
He looks like our men in Ivanovka, — Pronya confirmed, 
and her word was as important as the seal of Samgina.

The childless Nyusya, who was standing next to her 
husband, immediately took the opportunity to slap 
Prokhor on the back of his head.

— I will show you, old fool! Don’t you wish you may 
be… the father… Masha could be your granddaughter. 
You should be ashamed!..

— Calm down! — Samgina roughly cut short. — This is 
not the right time and place for it. You should understand 
this. Prokhor is holding the baby in his arms, and you 
think about nonsense. Women! You all think about one 
thing. Yes, our Masha is not one of those, who mess 
around with married men. Remember my words! Both 
men and women! Otherwise, I will deal with you. I will 
not allow to ruin the good name of this family! I will not 
allow anyone to hurt them, understood?!
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The villagers of Ivanovka knew: Taisiya was not be 
trifled with. In anger she was hell of a woman. Everybody 
was trembling when they heard the menacingly growling 
voice of the chairman. She did not spare even her 
husband, if he happened to be guilty of something. He 
was hiding at the neighbours, until she calmed down. 
But this happened seldom, and the villagers did not 
remember bad things. They appreciated the chairman 
for zeal, justice, and ability to fight to the bitter end for 
everyone, who was in trouble.

The men supported Samgina and chastened Nyusya. 
Taisiya Timofeevna calmed down and took from the safe 
two bottles of champagne with the box of sweets in a 
beautiful cellophane wrap, presented to her by the district 
officials on the Woman’s Day.

— Grow up, Vova, as a noble man and be a good son, — 
Taisiya Timofeevna, almost crying. — I wish your parents 
to be happy for you. Now, Masha, do not waste your time. 
Get back again to your craft that your mother taught you. 
We have nothing to wear without you. You know, we are 
not rich to buy new clothes. Life has changed around 
here.

That’s how Vova Kukushkin became one of the villagers 
of Ivanovka. Vladimir Semyonovich, the grandson of the 
respected Kukushkin family, and not the son of some 
Trakhov, who stirred the souls of local people with 
false hopes, leaving them with neither money nor land. 
Everybody agreed not to mention him, ever.
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Masha sat down at the sewing machine again. She was 
working days and nights. Over the week, she made lots 
of new things to wear: shirts, trousers, and skirts with 
jackets. 

The time flew by. Her little boy turned four years, but 
he looked older. Tall, affectionate and smart boy, who 
always kept himself busy. He liked to draw airplanes.

— Granny, where is my father? — Praskovya Nikitichna 
did not expect to hear this question. Mash was milking 
Buryonka at that time.

— He… is fighting with enemies at war somewhere. 
You will not see each other soon, dear.

— Granny, can you draw my father and the plane.
— I am not sure if I can, — the elderly godmother 

got a bit scared of this request, because she did not hold 
the pencil in her hand since the graduation from the 
elementary school in the thirties.

— Yes, you can. I will help you. I saw the plane and my 
father in my book.

Sitting on the purely scraped floorboards, they began 
to create the intended picture. At this moment Masha 
came home.

— What are you doing on the floor? Why don’t you sit 
at the table? — she asked strictly.

— Mommy! We are drawing my father on the plane. 
He is at war. He is fighting… with our enemies.

Masha got confused from this sudden reply.
— I see… He is at war…
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And again she spent the whole evening sewing clothes 
for the villagers.

— You got used to work hard from your childhood. 
Masha, you should remember about your son. You see, 
he needs you. He is always looking at you. You should 
spend time with him. Tomorrow is his birthday. You can 
make a holiday for him, and you will be able to rest a little 
bit. You can stroll around the village. Taisiya Timofeevna 
and Prokhor will be glad to see you. They care about you. 
And people like your child. I often heard: «Our Vova! 
Our Vova!» You should show them how our red-cheeked 
boy has grown.

Praskovya Nikitichna strongly attached to Vova and 
again began to kiss her beloved godson, «beloved cuckoo», 
whom she placed in her life as dear and infinitely beloved 
person.

In the morning, Masha dressed her son, dressed up 
herself, and combed her hair. She looked beautiful. But 
her eyes remained sad. Both well-dressed and good-
looking, soon they greeted the villagers in their yards.

Taisiya gave the birthday boy a blue plane with red 
stars on the wings.

— What will you become when you graduate from 
school? — she asked the boy, patting his blond curls.

— I will become a pilot. I will fly with you over the 
taiga.

Masha was worried: «If only he did not talk about the 
«noble» dad!».
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But the son was telling Samgina the children’s poem: 
«A bull-calf walks. He sighs as he rocks…».

His godfather Prokhor and Nyusya were glad to see 
them too. They sat them at the table and treated with 
delicious buns. They gave Vova three sweets «Mishka na 
Severe».

They returned home for dinner. And they were not 
alone. Prokhor, who took some strange load on the back 
of the truck, came with them to their house. Vova was so 
happy showing the granny his plane and the sweets.

Meantime, Prokhor began to assemble the bed for Vova, 
which was made of stained wood. He fitted the braided 
bars in the carved frame at the bottom of the bed. It was 
for toys. He put a small dresser for clothes in the corner. 
But his godson was very happy to find the box with the 
cover made of planed boards. It contained everything:   
a small hammer, a canvas bag with nails, and an old 
fretsaw with a handle. There were many other necessary 
«adult toys» for the smart little boy.

— That’s enough, boy, to sleep with your granny, — 
godfather Prokhor pointed. — You should have your 
own bed. You are not a baby anymore! You are four years 
old! This is something. However, it is still early to get 
married, but it is high time to have your own place and 
stuff. Especially, do not allow women to use your box. 
It has a lot of things that are essential for the life of a 
man. They will take everything out right away. And then 
you can whistle for it. And you need to take care of the 
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house. There are always things to do around the house. 
Son, keep your eyes open.

The boy stood straight in front of Prokhor and devotedly 
looked at his wise, generous godfather.

— Feel free to come to me, if you will need my help. You 
are a big boy. You may face serious tasks… For example, 
you will decide to make stools or a bench for your mother 
to sit near the cow. It is always better to have someone, 
who can help you.  

Praskovya Nikitichna noticed long ago that Masha 
did not want to even touch her son. She did not bathe 
him. Only granny was bathing him daily and incessantly 
squeezing him in her arms. And now she could not resist. 
But he habitually wiped her kisses of his plump cheeks 
with the sleeve.

— Come on, granny! You heard: I am a big boy. I am 
ashamed to kiss with women.

— I am… doing this for myself and for your mother. 
She is not tender with you anymore. I told her many 
times: the boy needs tenderness, but she remains silent 
and keeps working. She is too busy. She sits pale, as   
a ghost, and gets exhausted.

In a week, Masha felt really sick.
— Dear, you do not need to work all day long! You 

cannot make all the money in the world. You should think 
about your son. You do not even tough him. Although,   
I see that you love him. Soon, he will grow up and will 
not need this. He is a boy. You will want to spend time 
with him, and he will be busy with his stuff.

Masha began to cry.
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— My dear, stop crying! I just wanted to help you, and 
you got so nervous.

— No, Pronya. I am crying about something else.   
I should have confessed to you a long time ago. You are 
not a stranger to me.

Praskovya Nikitichna came up to her and touched the 
burning forehead with her lips.

— No!.. — Masha stepped back in fright. — Do not 
touch me! I am dirty…

— Why do you say so, dear? For these years, you have 
become my daughter. Why «dirty»?! Come to your senses. 
We forgot about your sin long ago. I do not judge you.

— I am dying, Pronya.
— Do not be silly, Masha! You are young?! This cannot 

be true! Consumption? Or something else? I can take   
a look. I helped many women and I still consult them 
to keep them healthy. I will help you too. Let’s go to my 
house, my dear. I will examine you.

— It is too late, Pronya. And I do not want to soil your 
hands. I am sick. I am contagious. Soon, everything will 
be over.

Sobbing, she fell down on the knees:
— Please, do not leave Vova, my beloved son. He loves 

you as his mother. I am begging you, do not take him to 
the orphanage. Even if… that… shows up… do not give 
my son away — never!

Vova heard everything and came up to his mother.
— And you, my son, listen to your godmother, help 

her around the house. You can live here, in our house. 
You should live a long and happy life. With your help, 
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Pronya, my son will grow up to be an honest and kind 
man.

— Masha, what are you talking about?! You will be 
fine. I will rescue from any trouble. You only need to fight 
for your life. Your son is still little, — Praskovya began 
to lament.

Masha came up to her mother’s dresser, pulled out the 
drawers: 

— Pronya, they are full of clothes for Vova for different 
years. Something will come in handy in high school. And 
here, in the linen bag, there is money. That’s from my 
parents and me… Do not live in misery, — and she fell 
on the bed exhausted.

Praskovya Nikitichna got numb from this misfortune. 
She sat down, feeling lost, turning red and rubbing 
blubbered eyes.

Having calmed down a bit, Masha began to confess 
about her life with Trakhov, the bandit leader.

— He kept me on the third floor of his country cottage 
for three months. I was locked up. After overnight he 
left the keys to his security guards, so they could bring 
me food and take me to the ladies’ room. He said that 
I was «too cool and beautiful to live in the woods». He 
did not trust his men as well. When he found out that 
I was pregnant with his child, he got furious with rage 
and gave me to his bandits, the real savages. One of them 
infected me…

— Was there anyone around? Did you scream for help?
— What are talking about?! There was only taiga for 

dozens of kilometres. There were no windows in my 
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room. Only a small window on the ceiling brought the 
light there. Even a tall man would not be able to reach it.

Praskovya Nikitichna sat down near Masha and began 
to stroke her cold feet with a warm hand, knowing what 
the poor girl had to endure and why she never touched or 
kissed her child, and only gently, tenderly and lovingly 
talked to him. She was afraid to infect him.

— How did you run away from the monsters?
— I deceived them. I said that I had birth pangs.   

I screamed, begged them to take me to the hospital. At 
first, they did not pay any attention, then talked on the 
phone with Trakhov, threw a bag over my head, and took 
to the highway. Then, I do not remember anything. They 
must have hit me on the head and thrown on the roadside. 
The nurse told me that an elderly man picked me up and 
took to the hospital. I woke up there. Doctors began to 
treat the concussion, made tests. When I got better, they 
told me about this shameful diagnosis. If only the bandits 
killed me…

— Calm down, Masha! Look, you have a beautiful 
son! — Pronya interrupted her, being unable to restrain 
herself. — I am sorry, dear. Go on!

— They wanted to move me to some… bad… dispensary, 
but I escaped. I could keep the documents among the 
clothes, but I had no money. I showed the bus driver my 
registration. I managed to persuade him to drop me off 
at the district. I got to Ivanovka by a car share.

— Masha, dear, I will try to help you...
— No, Pronya, I will not allow you to get dirty because 

of me. I feel that soon it will be over.
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— Why did not you tell me at birth? I would definitely 
help you… Did you infect the boy?

— I did not know you well and was afraid. I have one 
way… to the graveyard, and my son will live here, in this 
village. Now, I am sure that you will keep my secret. And 
finally, Pronya… Help me, at least, to be free from one of 
my sins. I am begging you. Take Vova to the doctors. Let 
them examine him and take tests. Tell them that he was 
talking with some bad people, who came to visit. Let the 
doctors examine you as well. We have enough money. 
Buy medicines, if they prescribe. With fear and hope,   
I will try to wait for you… Now, you, Pronya, is the mother 
of Vova. And I am a dead woman…

The whole week, when Praskovya Nikitichna and Vova 
stayed in the district, seemed like the eternity to Masha. 
The doctors examined them, made the tests. Masha, 
barely alive, greeted them in bed.

— Masha, they said that Vova is a strong boy. He is 
perfectly healthy. God saved him. Me too.

— Do you have any regrets? Are you telling me 
the truth? — happy Masha asked, kissing through the 
handkerchief little hands of beloved son. But she hardly 
spoke with a diminishing voice. She did not cry. She cried 
out all the tears.

— I swear God and the blessed memory of Klavdia. 
Our angel is healthy. He is strong. He will grow up this 
way. And you should fight for your life!

…Masha looked young, calm, and beautiful.
At the front wall of the parlour, there was the wreath 

from the villagers and a few buckets of poplar branches 
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with swollen buds. All the mirrors were covered 
throughout the house. A lot of people came to say the 
last goodbye.

Pronya was silently crying over Masha for the sake of 
the baby, who suffered enough these days. Vova walked 
around the mother with red eyes, which he frantically 
rubbed with his little fists. He endlessly replaced artificial 
roses on the white shroud. And then, once again, he began 
to cry and said:

— Do not leave me, mommy… I am little… How will 
I live without you… I am afraid…

Women could not stand, began to cry too, and men 
jumped out into the street.

— Stop crying, my dear son. It is hard for your mother 
to leave you…

She took the boy and washed his flushed face with 
holy water. Vova got silent, sitting close to her.

Praskovya Nikitichna sat with him at the coffin for 
a long time, and then carried the sleeping boy to his 
bedroom. «Go back to sleep, son. You are not strong to 
see the funeral of your mother».

The next day, Vova and Pronya came to the cemetery 
with a bowl of pancakes and two hard-boiled eggs.

Birds sang loudly in the birch forest. The boy looked 
blankly at the hill in front of him.

— My mother will live here, under the ground, right? 
Always?!! — being frightened and desperate, he asked 
and began to quickly gather snowdrops, which grew 
everywhere, sticking them between the clods of fresh 
ground.
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— Granny! I do not want to be a pilot. I want to rescue 
mothers. All of them… So, they and you, granny Pronya, 
would never die.

He unzipped his jacket and lifted his shirt. Having 
taken his favourite plane, he stuck it in his mother’s grave, 
as far as he could reach.

Praskovya Nikitichna came up to him and took him by 
his trembling hand.

Vova trustingly looked at her. His smart eyes told her 
that she was the nearest and dearest for him.

— Trust me, son. I will do everything… You will 
definitely become a doctor.
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